March 1, 2010

Identical versions of this letter have been addressed directly to the heads of the primary supervisory agency of each of the regulated signatories.

The Honorable William C. Dudley
President
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
33 Liberty Street, 10F
New York, NY 10045

Dear Mr. Dudley,

The undersigned dealers (each, a G14 Member) and buy-side institutions continue to work collaboratively to deliver structural improvements to the global over-the-counter derivatives markets (OTC Derivatives Markets).\(^1\) This effort is undertaken as part of our ongoing partnership with Supervisors, government departments, trade associations, industry utilities and private vendors. The purpose of this letter is to set forth goals and commitments the fulfillment of which will continue to move the market to the standards of resilience and robustness envisaged by bodies such as the G20.\(^2\)

The industry recognizes the significant work that lies ahead, and re-affirms its commitment to aggressively pursue improvements along five overarching themes:

- In order to increase transparency and better understand transparency needs in the OTC Derivatives Market, the signatories will: (a) continue to advance the development of global data repositories; (b) provide relevant Supervisors with: (i) an inventory of existing forms of transparency in OTC Derivatives Markets by product and asset class; (ii) a study which describes and evaluates the spectrum of methods that can be used to increase transparency, analyzes the benefits and costs and attempts to identify to whom such benefits and costs accrue and (iii) relevant transaction data to support the Supervisors' own analysis.

- In order to deliver robust, efficient and accessible central clearing to the OTC Derivatives Markets, the signatories make a strong commitment to increase: (a) the range of products eligible for clearing and (b) the proportion of open interest in the products that are cleared. In support of this commitment, where appropriate, the signatories will work towards the inclusion of users, either through direct access or through indirect client access, including extension of segregation and portability. In order to better reflect the composition of the credit default swap (CDS) market, the signatories who are participants on the ISDA Credit Derivatives Determinations Committees (each, a DC) will propose a framework to involve CDS central counterparties (each, a CCP) in the DC process.

- Drive a high level of product, processing and legal standardization in each asset class with a goal of securing operational efficiency, mitigating operational risk and increasing the netting and clearing potential for appropriate products (recognizing that standardization is only one of a number of criteria for clearing eligibility). Accordingly, workstreams have been established to

---

\(^1\) The commitments or undertakings described throughout this letter are subject to the applicable fiduciary responsibilities of signatory firms, including any and all client-specific duties, obligations and instructions.

\(^2\) Pursuant to this, we strongly support many of the goals and aspirations set out in relevant white papers and consultation documents published by, inter alia, the European Commission, the FRBNY and the UK Treasury/FSA.
analyze existing, and where appropriate, potential opportunities for further standardization by asset class and by product.

- Continue to work to enhance bilateral collateralization arrangements to ensure robust risk management, including strong legal and market practices and operational frameworks. In particular, continue the work on resolution procedures for variation margin disputes arising out of bilateral derivatives transactions, and on publication and adoption of best practices among the G14 Members and other signatories. Additionally, continue the consideration of the risks, mitigants and enhancements associated with initial margin.

- Build on improvements in operational performance, with a focus on driving 'electronification', straight-through-processing, and trade date matching, affirmation and processing.

Having recognized the need to act expeditiously to implement a robust and resilient framework for OTC derivatives risk management and market structure, and acknowledging the importance of OTC Derivatives Markets, we have laid out goals with specific targets to the Supervisors in five previous joint industry commitment letters. Since the June 2, 2009 letter, we have completed the following steps:

- Implementation of the industry governance model put forward by ISDA in 2009.
- Further standardization of Credit Derivatives.
- The successful launch of CDS clearing in Europe.
- Initial extension of clearing services to buy-side firms.
- Substantial progress in the implementation of global data repositories.
- Delivery of proposals for improvements to the OTC bilateral collateral processes.
- Continued improvement in industry infrastructure.

These commitment letters represent not only a powerful statement of intent but also evidence of positive action from the industry, and also reflect significant investment of resources and capital.

Contained in the attached Annexes are a series of further commitments which reflect these common themes, and which will support continued progress towards our shared goals of a resilient and robust OTC Derivatives Markets infrastructure. We believe that fulfillment of these commitments will deliver structural improvements to the OTC Derivatives Markets and will thus enable them to continue to perform their crucial function of risk management, while, where appropriate, retaining flexibility in terms of products and execution in a systemically sound construct.

We look forward to our continued collaboration and strong dialogue with the Supervisors and legislators as we drive forward with these fundamental industry initiatives.
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Annex A – Recent Achievements

1. The implementation of a revised and formal ISDA Governance framework, with increased participation of the buy-side in the strategic agenda, policy formation and decision-making process. The newly created ISDA Industry Governance Committee (IIGC), under the auspices of the ISDA Board, provides governance and strategic direction for the product level steering and working groups, and acts as a focal point for the Supervisors and legislators to engage effectively with the industry.

2. Significant progress on product standardization for Credit Derivatives, including, the completion of the 2009 ISDA Credit Derivatives Determinations Committees, Auction Settlement and Restructuring CDS Protocol (often referred to as the “Small Bang”), which allowed existing Credit Derivative contracts to be modified to provide for Auction Settlement for Restructuring Credit Events.

3. The successful completion of the auction settlement process for Credit Derivatives that included the Modified Modified Restructuring Credit Event after the Thomson Restructuring.

4. The successful application of the DC External Review procedure for the Cemex S.A.B. de C.V. Restructuring Credit Event.

5. Meeting or exceeding clearing targets set in respect of dealer-to-dealer new and historic volume for clearing Eligible Trades in Interest Rate and Credit Derivative products. In excess of 90% of new dealer-to-dealer volume in Eligible Trades of Interest Rate Derivative products, and total dealer-to-dealer volume in Eligible Trades of Credit Derivative products is now cleared through CCPs.

6. Twenty-six of the largest Interest Rates Derivative market makers are currently utilizing the LCH.Clearnet Ltd. SwapClear (LCH) service to clear Interest Rate Derivatives. Six new dealers joined the service in 2009 as direct clearing members and twelve eligible dealers are expected to join in 2010. The service was extended to support clearing of Overnight Index Swaps (OIS) in July 2009. By the end of 2009, the platform had $215 trillion notional and 1.57 million sides outstanding on the system.

7. The successful launch of CDS clearing in Europe and the recent launch of Single Name clearing in Europe and North America.

8. The initial extension of clearing services to the buy-side, with the launch of initial client access to the clearing of Credit Derivatives (ICE Trust on December 14, 2009 and CME on December 15, 2009) and Interest Rate Derivatives (LCH on December 17, 2009).

9. Significant progress in the implementation of global data repositories, with the successful launch of coverage for Credit Derivative and Interest Rate Derivative products. In addition, the selection process for the global data repository for Equity Derivative products has concluded, with launch anticipated on schedule on July 31, 2010.

10. Delivery of proposals for improvements to the OTC collateral process, through Dispute Resolution Procedures that would employ, inter alia, portfolio reconciliation, along with formal dispute resolution for intractable disputes.

3 “Eligible Trade” is defined in our prior commitment letter dated September 8, 2009.
11. Publication in 2009 of the Roadmap for Collateral Management, which is a forward-looking blueprint for evolving collateralization into a more efficient and effective counterparty credit risk reduction technique. Market participants have implemented several commitments outlined by the Roadmap to date; for example, a regime of daily portfolio reconciliations for collateralized portfolios, allowing firms to identify mismatches and achieve more complete collateralization of risk, and publication of an open standard to facilitate future electronic messaging of margin calls and automation of collateral processes.

12. Continued improvement in industry infrastructure, as measured by further reduction, and in some cases elimination, of unsigned transaction confirmation backlogs, and continued improvement in operating performance metrics.
1) **Transparency Study**

With respect to the Credit Derivatives, Interest Rate Derivatives and Equity Derivatives Markets, the signatories will deliver to the Supervisors:

- an inventory of existing forms of transparency in OTC Derivative Markets by product and asset class (1st Deliverable);
- a study which (a) describes the spectrum of methods that can be used to increase transparency, (b) analyzes the benefits and costs by product and asset class and (c) attempts to identify to whom the benefits accrue and to whom the costs accrue (2nd Deliverable); and
- relevant transaction data that can be used by the Supervisors to conduct analysis on post trade transparency (3rd Deliverable).

The target dates with respect to Credit Derivatives, Interest Rate Derivatives and Equity Derivatives are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st Deliverable</th>
<th>2nd Deliverable</th>
<th>3rd Deliverable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Credit Derivatives</td>
<td>March 31, 2010</td>
<td>June 30, 2010</td>
<td>July 31, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Rate</td>
<td>March 31, 2010</td>
<td>August 31, 2010</td>
<td>September 30, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity Derivatives</td>
<td>March 31, 2010</td>
<td>August 31, 2010</td>
<td>September 30, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We commit to provide to the Supervisors, by March 31, 2010, a plan and timeline, including concrete milestones and target dates, for accomplishing the 3rd Deliverable.

Each of the Commodities and Foreign Exchange market participants will separately continue their dialogue relating to market transparency issues with the relevant regulators.

2) **Global Data Repositories**

a) **Equity Derivatives**

We re-affirm our commitment made in the June 2, 2009 letter to Supervisors to implement a centralized reporting infrastructure for all OTC Equity Derivatives by July 31, 2010, with launch currently anticipated on schedule. We will work with the Supervisors to implement a reporting process that is both practical and meets regulatory expectations in regard to the agreed information held in the Equity Derivatives Reporting Repository.

b) **Interest Rate Derivatives**

The global Interest Rate Reporting Repository (IRRR) was launched on December 31, 2009, and the G14 Members are now providing monthly reporting from this global data repository on outstanding non-cleared trades to primary regulators. Since initial launch,
enhancements have been made to normalize submissions between dealers, and we will continue to work with regulators and the legal community to expand and enhance this reporting process. Our efforts will include the following:

- Include cleared trades in the submission scope by March 15, 2010.
- Expand regulators' reporting to include participant type (G14 / CCP / Non-G14) by April 15, 2010.
- Provide public access to aggregate industry notional and trade count data on a monthly basis, in order to provide greater position transparency by April 30, 2010.
- Increase submission and reporting frequency to weekly beginning September 30, 2010.

4 Since inception of the IRRR, G14 Members have been working with the service provider to ensure that the data aggregation process is as thorough as possible and does not double count trades where G14 Members face each other.
Annex C– Central Clearing

1) Targets

a) Submission Targets

i) Credit Derivatives

On September 8, 2009, each G14 Member (individually) committed to submitting 95% of new Eligible Trades (calculated on the basis of previously agreed methodology) for clearing. We reaffirm this commitment. Each G14 Member will work with its primary regulator to assess its performance against this target by March 31, 2010. The G14 Members have agreed with the Supervisors to re-evaluate by June 30, 2010, the appropriate target percentage and definition of Eligible Trades to better reflect the need to preserve certain bilateral trades for counterparty risk management, accounting, regulatory capital, balance sheet and customer reasons.

ii) Interest Rate Derivatives

On September 8, 2009 each G14 Member (individually) committed to submitting 90% of new Eligible Trades (calculated on a notional basis) for clearing. The G14 Members now commit to extend this target so that, each G14 Member (individually) commits to submitting 92% of new Eligible Trades (calculated on a notional basis) for clearing by June 30, 2010.

b) Clearing Targets

i) Credit Derivatives

On September 8, 2009, the G14 Members (collectively) committed to clearing 80% of new and historical Eligible Trades (calculated on the basis of previously agreed methodology). The G14 Members (collectively) increase their commitment to clearing from 80% of new and historical Eligible Trades (calculated on the basis of previously agreed methodology) to 85%.

ii) Interest Rate Derivatives

“Eligible Trade” is defined in our prior commitment letter dated September 8, 2009.

An example of why a dealer would want to exclude an Eligible Trade from clearing for counterparty risk management purposes would be where such dealer faces a counterparty bilaterally on two trades which offset each other from a net exposure perspective but where only one trade is an Eligible Trade. Moving the Eligible Trade to a CCP could immediately create a large uncollateralized payable from the counterparty to the dealer with respect to the uncleared (ineligible) trade, thereby increasing counterparty risk. In addition, even where the counterparty posted collateral with respect to such payable within the prescribed timeframe, the lack of the offsetting trade facing the counterparty would increase the dealer’s jump to default risk with respect to such counterparty. This problem is magnified considerably where the analysis above is applied on a multi billion dollar OTC derivatives portfolio. With respect to accounting, regulatory capital and balance sheet issues, an example of why a dealer would want to exclude an Eligible Trade from clearing would be where the dealer is hedging an outstanding loan position with the Eligible Trade. The automatic compression that results from trades placed in clearing could effectively “remove” the matched offsetting CDS hedge from the dealer’s book. Since the outstanding loan is no longer “paired” with an identifiable hedge (notwithstanding that the dealer’s risk position has not changed), the hedge accounting treatment of the loan could be impacted and the dealer could incur increased regulatory capital charges and detrimental balance sheet treatment.
On September 8, 2009 the G14 Members (collectively) committed to clearing 70% of new Eligible Trades (calculated on weighted average notional basis). The G14 Members (collectively) increase their commitment to clearing from 70% of new Eligible Trades (calculated on weighted average notional basis) to 90% by June 30, 2010.

On September 8, 2009 the G14 Members (collectively) committed to clearing 60% of historical Eligible Trades (calculated on a weighted average notional basis). The G14 Members (collectively) increase their commitment to clearing from 60% of historical Eligible Trades (calculated on weighted average notional basis) to 75% by June 30, 2010.

2) **Expansion of Products Eligible for Clearing**

The signatories to this letter commit to continue to provide considerable risk, legal and operational resources and to actively engage with CCPs, regulators and Supervisors globally to broaden the set of OTC Derivatives eligible for clearing, taking into account risk, liquidity, default management and other processes.

Significant issues will need to be analyzed and addressed by CCPs, regulators and market participants in order to begin clearing additional products. The analysis must address risk, legal and operational issues as well as the constraints associated with liquidity, volumes, standardization and fungibility. The process is different at each CCP, but generally requires consultation by a CCP with one or more working groups, a recommendation from a CCP’s risk manager, approval by the CCP’s risk committee and consultation with or approval by the CCP’s primary regulator.

a) **Credit Derivatives**

To assist in this analysis, the signatories have asked the Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC) to perform an analysis of all CDS trades in the Warehouse Trust which are on products not yet eligible for clearing. DTCC expects to deliver the completed analysis by April 15, 2010.

We will prioritize outstanding index transactions not already eligible and single name components of the indices. To that end, (i) the G14 Members have delivered to each relevant CCP (and commit to deliver on a monthly basis) a list of recommended launch targets for new products in order of priority, and (ii) the end-user signatories have delivered (and commit to deliver on a monthly basis) a substantially similar document to each relevant CCP. The signatories will encourage each relevant CCP to provide these lists together with their perspectives to the relevant Supervisors.

b) **Interest Rate Derivatives**

We will work with CCPs to prioritize zero coupon swaps, single currency basis swaps and additional swap features utilized by end users this year, including extending the maximum tenors that can be cleared. Further analysis is required to assist CCPs in prioritizing the next phase of product expansion but we are considering including

---

7 DTCC is in the process of transferring the operations of the Trade Information Warehouse for CDS to a recently organized subsidiary, The Warehouse Trust Company LLC (Warehouse Trust).
Forward Rate Agreements, cross-currency swaps, caps, floors, European swaptions and inflation swaps. We commit to developing a plan for the next phase of product expansion before the end of 2010.

3) **Customer Access to Derivatives Clearing**

Remaining impediments to the expansion of buy-side access to clearing include legal and regulatory, risk management, and operational issues. Pursuant to our prior commitments, the signatories commit to work together with each relevant CCP\(^8\) to resolve these remaining impediments to the expansion of buy-side access to clearing and to collectively agree the timeframes for the resolution of each such impediment. The process and priorities for each asset class will be targeted to achieve the following goals:

- resolution of all risk, margin, default management, legal and regulatory issues as required to meet the product roll-out schedules established with each CCP, without volume or open interest caps;

- reasonable automated operational access, and completion of end-to-end testing, for qualifying clearing members and their buy-side customers to meet the product roll-out schedules established with each CCP; and

- reasonable access to facilities to allow backloading of trades in eligible products.

Upon the achievement of the above goals, the signatories will make reasonable efforts to work towards increasing utilization of client clearing services. We understand that the Supervisors will closely monitor the industry's progress against the goals above and that if in their monitoring, the Supervisors determine that progress in meeting those goals is unsatisfactory, they will work with industry participants and CCPs to establish concrete methods to ensure that a meaningful amount of open interest in buy-side transactions will be centrally cleared.

To the extent that any impediment requires regulatory action and/or legislative change, the signatories commit to proactively inform the relevant regulatory or legislative bodies.

a) **Credit Derivatives**

Pursuant to our prior commitment, customer access to CDS clearing was initiated on December 14, 2009. While this launch represents a significant milestone, it is preliminary and requires further substantial work in order to effectively implement the prior commitment.

To that end, (i) the G14 Members have delivered to each relevant CCP (and commit to deliver on a bi-weekly basis) a current list of open items categorized by importance and priority, the suggested action plan, responsible parties and target date for completion of all critical items and the current targets for launching new products as referenced above, and (ii) the end-user signatories have delivered (and commit to deliver on a monthly basis) a substantially similar document to each relevant CCP. The signatories will encourage each relevant CCP to provide these lists together with their perspectives to the relevant Supervisors expeditiously. In addition, the signatories commit to work with each CCP that has (a) broad buy-side and dealer support and (b) a commitment to develop viable direct and indirect buy-side clearing models.

---

\(^8\) As per the June 2, 2009 commitment letter, a CCP that has (a) broad buy-side and dealer support and (b) a commitment to develop viable direct and indirect buy-side clearing models.
relevant CCP to arrive at a unified list of open items and to encourage each relevant CCP to provide such lists to the Supervisors on an ongoing basis.

b) Interest Rate Derivatives

Customer access to Interest Rate Derivatives clearing was initiated in the LCH service on December 17, 2009. This launch represents a significant milestone in extending clearing services to clients. Clients access the LCH CCP through the existing direct clearing members, and the eligible product set is aligned with those products that can currently be cleared through the existing inter-dealer service.

The signatories recognize the Supervisors' policy goal of making available to the buy-side the benefits of client clearing for Interest Rate Derivatives. The signatories commit to work together to make available to the industry an effective client clearing framework.

We commit to creating working groups for relevant CCPs (where they do not exist already) by March 31, 2010, encompassing key buy-side, sell-side and CCP representation. These CCP working groups will meet at least monthly and focus on identifying and resolving the barriers to clearing to the extent possible and will report progress back to Supervisors on an ongoing basis.

4) CCP Involvement in ISDA Credit Derivatives Determinations Committees

Interim Regulatory Guidance on CCP Governance and Market Protocols issued by the CPSS-IOSCO RCCP Working Group on December 15, 2009, states that CCPs’ interests should be represented on the DCs as they participate in the Credit Derivatives Market by providing clearing services and are expected to adhere to market protocols. The signatories who are members of the various DCs agree to put forth by April 30, 2010 a specific proposed framework to implement observer status for CCPs and will urge the various DCs to act promptly thereon. The signatories commit, from time to time upon the request of the CCPs, to ask the DCs, in consultation with Supervisors, to re-evaluate the CCPs’ observer status to determine the appropriate membership role of CCPs.

---

9 Inclusion of CCPs active in credit default swap clearing as observers on various DCs will require amendments to the Credit Derivatives Determinations Committee Rules. Amendments of this type require a supermajority (80%) vote as well as a seven day public consultation period. The signatories who are on the various DCs will consult with the regulators on preparation of this framework.
Annex D – Standardization

1) Credit, Interest Rate and Equity Derivatives

We commit to drive a high level of product, processing and legal standardization in each asset class with a goal of securing operational efficiency, mitigating operational risk and increasing the netting and clearing potential for appropriate products (recognizing that standardization is only one of a number of criteria for clearing eligibility). Accordingly, workstreams have been established to analyze existing, and where appropriate, potential opportunities for further standardization, and a standardization matrix will be completed in partnership with the Supervisors.

2) Equity Derivatives

A very significant portion of the Equity Derivatives market is highly standardized and is already traded on exchange and settled through a clearing house. The OTC portion of the Equity Derivatives Market consists of a number of different products at varying levels of standardization, complexity, and customization. Documentation standardization improvements will therefore vary by product and region.

We re-affirm our commitment to review, update and expand the 2002 Equity Definitions by December 31, 2010 in accordance with the Equity Documentation framework document published on January 30, 2009.

The project is multifaceted and includes:

- consolidation, review and updating of the 2002 Equity Definitions and subsequent master confirmation agreement (MCA) publications;
- expansion of existing 2002 Equity Definitions coverage to include a wider set of product types, pay offs and underliers; and
- introduction of a menu approach to facilitate standardization of contractual terms and product flexibility.

During the 2011 implementation of the 2010 Equity Definitions, the signatories commit to using the range of menu items as published in the 2010 Equity Definitions to create matrices and MCAs for products agreed by the industry.

We commit to providing verbal updates to the Supervisors on 2010 Equity Definitions progress on a six-weekly basis commencing March 31, 2010.

Alongside the 2010 Equity Definitions, we commit to complete the following MCA projects by April 30, 2010:

- European Interdealer Index Swap Annex (Annex EFIS);
- EMEA EM Options Annex (Interdealer); and
We will continue to monitor non-electronically eligible volume in order to identify product eligibility for documentation standardization, according to our previously committed 2% threshold. We will use this information to ensure that the products identified have appropriate coverage in the 2010 Equity Definitions so delivery of new MCAs can be prioritized after the 2010 Equity Definitions are published.

Furthermore, we commit, upon request from a relevant counterparty (dealer or buy-side), to review existing MCAs with the counterparty in order to determine if with respect to an existing MCA there exists a preference to have the relevant ISDA published MCA govern all relevant new transactions executed after an agreed future date in lieu of such existing MCA. If such preference exists, the parties commit to negotiate in good faith a new MCA utilizing the ISDA published MCA with such modifications as the parties may agree in good faith and will mutually agree whether to migrate existing transactions under the new MCA or to leave existing transactions under previously agreed MCAs until termination or maturity.
Annex E - Collateral

In this letter we set out new goals in the areas of Portfolio Reconciliations and Dispute Resolution. We also commit to update the Roadmap for Collateral Management. In particular, addressing one of the top concerns of the Supervisors, we re-affirm our intention to develop an enhanced industry framework for resolving disputed margin calls. The industry has made good progress in developing and testing the initial Dispute Resolution Procedure (DRP). In addition to the DRP, which focuses on the resolution of disputes after they have occurred, market participants recognize that disputes must also be tackled by prevention and increased escalation to regulators. The new commitments below reflect a multi-pronged strategy to address margin disputes, including measures designed to prevent, detect, resolve and report them to regulators.

The signatories are pleased to make the following new commitments:

1) **Collateral Roadmap**

   We commit to update the Roadmap for Collateral Management by April 15, 2010 based on the recommendations from the Independent Amount white paper (March 1, 2010) and the Market Review of Collateralization (March 1, 2010). Because of the wide-ranging nature of those recommendations, we will seek engagement from dealers, end users, custodians, regulators and legislators as appropriate in order to determine the best path towards implementation.

2) **Portfolio Reconciliation**

   The commitments already made by the industry with respect to Portfolio Reconciliation have proven effective at reducing the incidence and size of margin disputes.\(^{10}\) In addition, ISDA has published a Feasibility Study for Extending Collateralized Portfolio Reconciliations (December 2009) and the follow-on Implementation Plan for Wider Market Roll-out (February 2010).\(^{11}\) Consistent with those recent publications, we commit that:

   a) The signatories will undertake reconciliation (bilateral where possible and otherwise unilateral)\(^{12}\) of collateralized portfolios with any OTC counterparty comprising more than 1,000 trades at least monthly by June 30, 2010.

   b) Signatory firms will expand the current monthly Portfolio Reconciliation reports submitted to the Supervisors to reflect the above commitment by July 31, 2010.

---

10 This is illustrated by the dispute reporting provided in private by firms to their regulators showing dispute levels significantly reduced from a year ago.

11 These documents embody a response to recommendation V-10 of “Containing Systemic Risk: The Road to Reform” (CRMPG III, August 2008).

12 The majority of smaller portfolios are between G14 Members and end users, not all of whom are equipped to perform bilateral portfolio reconciliation (where both parties work together using a central reconciliation service to resolve trade level differences). Therefore, although bilateral reconciliation is preferred, as a fallback this commitment is based on a unilateral reconciliation performed by the dealer. In order to promote the extension of portfolio reconciliation discipline more deeply into the wider market, the only practical solution is for dealers to perform the reconciliation for both parties where necessary. In order for a dealer to perform a unilateral reconciliation, a dealer’s counterparty needs to provide a data file representing such counterparty’s view of the portfolio in a reconcilable and standard format. ISDA has published Collateralized Portfolio Reconciliation Best Practices and data Minimum Market Standards to guide the market in this respect. Dealers will use commercially reasonable efforts to gain the cooperation of their counterparts in obtaining these files. The degree to which these requests are satisfied will be made transparent in the expanded portfolio reconciliation reporting provided to regulators, and after a period of several months industry participants and regulators should review cooperation levels.
3) **Dispute Resolution**

Market experience has shown that although disputed margin calls may need to be addressed by formal methods of dispute resolution in some rare circumstances, a larger proportion of dispute events can be addressed by prevention and escalation to regulators. Therefore we make the commitments below which reflect the three distinct ways in which the risks of disputed margin calls must be addressed:

a) **Preventing Disputes From Arising**

   As described above under “Portfolio Reconciliation”.

b) **Detecting Disputes Early and Resolving Them Definitively**

   The DRP continues to undergo the process of testing and further refinement commenced in Q4 2009. We commit to provide regular updates for each phase of the DRP evolution with the intention to complete this process by September 30, 2010.

c) **Reporting Disputed Collateral and Exposure Amounts**

   We commit to develop consistent reporting that provides the Supervisors with the ability to assess the top margin disputes that potentially pose significant risk by May 31, 2010. We will provide a pro forma template for such reporting to the Supervisors by April 15, 2010 to seek their input on content and presentation.  

---

13 Industry practitioners will work with regulators over coming weeks to establish the appropriate reporting criteria and thresholds. The intention is to identify margin disputes of significance. Included in this consideration for materiality are likely to be dispute scale (disputes exceeding an established amount) and dispute persistence (disputes aged over an established number of days).
Annex F - Operational Efficiency Targets

1) Credit Derivatives

a) Central Settlement

The Credit Derivatives market has benefitted from the increased usage of central settlement, and industry participants remain committed to settlement automation. The quality of the existing bilateral settlement mechanisms, coupled with the likely increased penetration of clearing into the Credit Derivatives market, limits the benefits associated with any additional central settlement service beyond the existing use of CLS. As a consequence, the industry's resources will focus on the resolution of the other commitments identified within this letter.

b) Submission Timeliness/Matching

MarkitSERV remains the primary service provider within the Credit Derivatives realm, with more than 99% of electronically confirmed trades being processed on MarkitSERV and greater than 90% of these trades confirmed electronically on trade date. We reiterate our commitment to achieving T+0 submission and matching.

Given the significant architectural changes to the Credit Derivatives infrastructure in support of our efforts to achieve (i) interoperability with clearing solutions and (ii) trade date matching through improvements to the novation consent process and associated technology enhancements, we commit to an ongoing periodic review of existing commitments for both T+0 submission (currently 90%) and T+2 matching (currently 94%), for electronically eligible transactions, with the Supervisors.

2) Equity Derivatives

a) Electronic Eligibility

We re-affirm our commitment to set blended targets for electronically eligible OTC Equity Derivative transactions. For purposes of measuring targets, confirmations that are deemed eligible for inclusion (Electronically Eligible Confirmations) will include:

i) confirmations for products (Electronically Eligible Products) that;

A) have an ISDA published MCA (irrespective of whether such ISDA published form or pre-existing bilateral form is used), and

B) can be matched on an electronic platform; and

ii) confirmations of Confirmable Lifecycle Events for transactions which were executed on an electronic platform under existing bilateral MCAs but for which an ISDA MCA is subsequently published and which are currently confirmable on

---

14 79% of all CDS trades in the Warehouse Trust were centrally settled for the December 2009 quarterly roll Electronic Confirmation Targets Submission.
15 Products which do not have an ISDA published MCA will not be included in this target irrespective of whether a bilateral MCA exists.
16 Confirmable Lifecycle Events will be identified in the Electronic Eligibility Matrix.
an electronic platform will be deemed Electronically Eligible Confirmations as of the date that the relevant product becomes an Electronically Eligible Product. Confirmations of Confirmable Lifecycle Events for transactions that were originally confirmed on paper will not be deemed Electronically Eligible Confirmations.

b) **Electronic Confirmation Targets**

We commit to processing, by June 30, 2010, 75% of Electronically Eligible Confirmations on an electronic platform. We further commit to increasing this target to 80% by September 30, 2010.

Furthermore, we commit to publishing an Electronic Eligibility Matrix\(^\text{17}\) of Electronically Eligible Products and Confirmable Lifecycle Events by March 1, 2010 and will publish an updated version of this matrix on a quarterly basis.\(^\text{18}\)

c) **Submission Timeliness/Matching**

We commit to the following targets:

- By June 30, 2010, 95% T+1 submission and 95% T+3 matching of global options and variance swaps between G14 Members for Electronically Eligible Confirmations processed on an electronic platform.

- By June 30, 2010, 70% T+1 submission and 75% T+5 matching of Discrete total return swaps\(^\text{19}\) between G14 Members for Electronically Eligible Confirmations processed on an electronic platform.

- By September 30, 2010, 90% T+1 submission and 90% T+5 matching for G14 Members versus all counterparties for Electronically Eligible Confirmations processed on an electronic platform.

d) **Confirmation Backlog Reduction**

By June 30, 2010, we commit that outstanding confirmations aged more than 30 calendar days are not to exceed 1 business day of trading volume based on average daily volume in the prior three months.

e) **Cash Flow Matching**

We commit to publishing a cash flow matching implementation plan to the Supervisors by March 31, 2010 with a further commitment to deliver cash flow matching functionality by December 31, 2010.

3) **Interest Rate Derivatives**

\(^{17}\) The matrix will be published on the ISDA website on March 1, 2010 and on a quarterly basis thereafter.

\(^{18}\) New products will be deemed Electronically Eligible Products 90 days following the date on which both an ISDA MCA has been published and such product is supported by an electronic platform.

\(^{19}\) As defined in the December 10, 2008 EFS Roadmap.
a) **Central Settlement**

The increased penetration of central clearing into the Interest Rate Derivatives market in 2010 will significantly reduce the volume and size of bilateral settlements between market participants. This reduction in bilateral activity will take place against a backdrop of strong existing risk management practices where only 0.59% of gross settlements have post-value date discrepancy, and 0.1% of these issues persist 30 days after settlement date. As a consequence, the industry's resources will be focused on the delivery of the other commitments identified in this letter. We will continue to monitor the incidence of post value date issues of gross settlements over time to ensure no risk mitigating initiatives are required.

b) **Rates Allocation Commitment**

MarkitSERV will deliver electronic allocation delivery functionality consistent with the requirements gathered at the Allocation Industry Working Group meetings. We will provide the Supervisors with a plan by March 31, 2010 to achieve this.

The scope of the project will include the ability for buy-side users to electronically submit allocations to dealers in either a single step, where allocations plus confirmation occur, or a two-step process, where electronic allocation delivery is distinct from confirmation. Further planned functionality caters to additional workflows where buy-side clients submit allocations directly on pending trades or where the system matches grouped allocations to dealer block trades. Confirmation of Independent Amount percentage at an allocation level will be in scope.

c) **Electronic Confirmation Targets**

We commit to the following electronic confirmation targets:

- By June 30, 2010, 93% of electronically eligible confirmable events with G14 Members will be processed on electronic platforms, with a further commitment to achieve 95% by December 31, 2010; and

- By June 30, 2010, 60% of electronically eligible confirmable events with all other participants will be processed on electronic platforms with a further commitment to provide a plan for the implementation of a more streamlined process for low volume clients also by June 30, 2010.


d) **Submission Timeliness/Matching**

The launch of MarkitSERV's interoperable confirmation service enables market participants to use DTCC Deriv/SERV or Markitwire, regardless of what service their counterparty uses. Interoperability eliminates the requirement to process confirmations independently on Markitwire or DTCC/DerivSERV and we believe the process should be subject to new performance targets. With 87% of electronically confirmed trades being

---

20 A post-value date discrepancy may be defined as any mismatch in settlement amounts or value-date or a failure to settle funds on the date expected. Such discrepancies are typically investigated and resolved by operational control groups within the respective organizations.

21 The Rates Implementation Group is performing analysis on the non-G14 Member volume to understand the material impact of those customers executing 4 or fewer electronically eligible trades per month.
processed on Markitwire and greater than 98% of these trades confirmed on trade date, we commit to the following targets upon adoption of MarkitSERV interoperability, with a commitment to review and re-evaluate these targets with Supervisors on a quarterly basis to get to a steady state and progress toward T+0 submission and matching:

- Submit 90% of electronic confirmations no later than T+0 business days by September 30, 2010.

- Match 97% of electronic confirmations no later than T+2 business days by September 30, 2010.

e) Confirmation Backlog Reduction

By April 30, 2010: We commit that electronic and paper outstanding confirmations aged more than 30 calendar days are not to exceed 0.20 business day of trading volume based on the prior three months rolling volume and we commit to continue reporting these targets on a monthly basis. We commit to review and re-evaluate this target with Supervisors on a quarterly basis to get to a steady state and progress towards T+0 matching.